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Abstract.
We say that the ring A is of transcendence degree n
over its subfield k if for every prime Pa A the transcendence degree

of A\P over k is at most n and equality is attained for some P. In
this paper we prove the following: Suppose A is a noetherian ring
of transcendence degree one over its subfield k. Then if B is any
ring such that the polynomial rings
A[Xlt-,Xm]

are isomorphic, A
trivial idempotents
one variable over a
given isomorphism

and

B[YU--,

Ym]

is isomorphic to B. Moreover if A has no nonthen either A is isomorphic to the polynomials in
local artinian ring or, modulo the nil radical, the
takes A onto B.

This is a continuation of the investigation, begun in [CE] and [AEH], of
the extent to which a ring is determined by its polynomial rings. More precisely, we study the following: Suppose/I is a ring and R=A[Xl, • ■• , Xn]
is a ring of polynomials over A. If B is a ring and S=B[ Y1, ■■■, Yn] is a
ring of polynomials over B such that R is isomorphic to S, does it follow
that A is isomorphic to ß? In [CE] and [AEH] it is shown that for a
fairly extensive class of rings A, the answer is affirmative. Our main
purpose here is to extend this class of rings to include rings of Krull
dimension one which are finitely generated over a field. This has been
done for the case of rings without zero divisors in [AEH].
Unless there is a statement to the contrary all rings are assumed to be
commutative and to possess an identity 1 ^0. If R is a ring, we write
A[Xlf ■■■, Xn] = Ain) when we want it to be understood or emphasized
that the X/s are algebraically independent over A. If A is a ring, we let

N(A) denote the nil radical of A and A* the reduced ring AjN{A).
Let A be a ring and R = A[X1, • • • , Xn] = AM. We have

N(R) = N(A)(R[XU • • • , Xn]) and

R* = A*{Xlt ■■■, Xn] = /(*<»>.

If A and B are rings and there is an isomorphism
A<»>= A[Xlt • ■• , Xn] -^> B[YU ■■■, Yn) = £<">,
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then since a maps the nil radical of Ain) onto the nil radical ofß"" we have
an induced isomorphism a* and a commutative diagram with exact rows
and columns

0

0

1

1

0 _+ N(A)[XU... .ITJ -1* N(B)[YX,• • • , Yn]—> 0

I

I

0—►^[Jf1,-;.,JfJ

■^JB[F1,---,yB]

I

—►<)

,

0—►^•[1,1,...,J1I]

1

Ï-+B*[YX, ■•-,¥„]

I

I

0

0

—*0

With this notation we give the following:
(1) Definition.
A ring A is said to be strongly invariant if for any
ring B and any isomorphism of polynomial rings a:A[X1, ■■■, Xn]~*

B[Ylt ■■■, Yn] we have o(A*) = B*.
A weaker concept is:
(2) Definition.
A ring A is said to be invariant if for any ring B such
that there is an isomorphism of the polynomial rings A[X1, ■■• , Xn] and
B[YU • ■• , Yn], we have B isomorphic to A.
Definition (1) is consistent with those of [CE] and [AEH]. In the case
where A has no nilpotent

elements,

and in particular

where A is a domain,

(1) simply asserts that the isomorphism a takes A onto B. With these
definitions it is not obvious that strongly invariant rings are invariant.
Before proving this we make the following useful observation.
(3) If A is a ring, then A is invariant (resp. strongly invariant) if and
only

if whenever

B is a ring

such

that

R = Aln) = A[X1, ■■• , Xn] =

B[YU • • , yj = Ä<")then A is isomorphic to B (resp. A* = B* in /?*).
The proof is straightforward and we omit it.
(4) Strongly invariant rings are invariant.
Proof.
Suppose A is a strongly invariant ring. Let R=A[X1,- • ■, Xn] =

A^ = B[YU ■■■, FJ = 5"!) for some ring B, then A* = B* by (3). We
claim this implies that A[Xlt • • • , Xn]=A[Yu ■• • , Yn]. Since /(*<">=
A*[X1, ■ • • , Xn] = A*[Y1, • • ■ , Yn],

we

have,

for

each

/,

Xt =

ii{Ylt- ■■, F„), so
Xt-g¿Ylt---,

Yn) + #!<(*„ • ■• , Xn)

where «, has nilpotent coefficients which are elements of A. We also have,

for each /',

Y<= hAXu ■■■,Xn).
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Let A be the set of all the coefficients of the g.¡, n¡ and hk. Set ^0=II[A]
where II is the prime subring of A. Then
^ot^i»

' * ' > F„] £ A0[X1, • • • , Xn] = A0

and
■^0L-*l»

' *n\ = A0 \X1,

, Xn\.

Now ¿„[Fj, • • • , FJ=/(0[X1, • • ■, jr„]. For

a0[xu ■■■,xn] s ¿,[r„ ■• •, yj + ^„Mf,,

• • •. rj,

and iterating this we have

Since yi0 is noetherian,

there is a Acsuch that [A/(/40)]'c=0,.and therefore

^[A'j, • • • , ArJ=/4[F1, ■• • , FJ. Now we claim that the Yt are algebraically independent over A. For if c(Yx, ■• • , F„)=0 is an equation of
algebraic dependence and /I, is the subring of A generated by A0 and the
coefficients of c, we have
•^il-*i> ' " ' i Xn\ = >41[F1,

, Yn\.

Since the X¿ are algebraically independent over A1 there is an /41-homomorphism

Al[Xu---,Xu]-Z+Al[7l,'",

Yn]

which takes Xt to F¿. Then c(X1, • ■• , A'J must be in the kernel of t.
Since /lifF!, • • • , Yn]= A1[X1, ■■■, Xn], r is a homomorphism
of
A1[X1, ■■■, Xn] onto itself. Since any homomorphism of a noetherian
ring onto itself is an isomorphism, t is an isomorphism and hence all of
the coefficients of c are zero. Thus the F's are algebraically independent
over A. Now we have immediately that A is isomorphic to B, for if % is
the ideal of R generated by {Fl5 • • • , Yn}, then #/9t is isomorphic to both

A and B. This concludes the proof of (3).
In [AEH] the following is proved:
If A is a domain which is of transcendence degree one over a field, then
A is invariant. A is either strongly invariant or there is a field k such that

A=k[t]=k™.
In the sequel any reference to [AEH] is an appeal to this result. This
shows that if / is transcendental over the field k, then k[t] is an invariant
ring which is not strongly invariant, for k[t][X]=k[X][t]
but k[t]j¿k[X\
(5) Remark.
We do not know of an example of a commutative ring
with identity which is not invariant. However there are simple examples
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of noninvariant rings without identity. In fact let G be any abelian group
such that G is not isomorphic to G®G. Make each of these groups into
a ring defining the product of any two elements to be zero. Then G[X]
and (G@G)[Y] are each isomorphic to a direct sum of countably many
copies of G, hence they are isomorphic.
(6) If A is a noetherian ring then A is invariant if and only if whenever

AM = A[XU---,

Xn] = B[Y1,--,

Y„] = £<»>,

there is a homomorphism from A onto B.
Proof.
Such a homomorphism can be extended to a mapping of
A[XX, ■■■, Xn] onto B[Y1, • ■• , Yn] which would be a homomorphism
of A[XU ■■■, Xn] onto itself. Since any onto endomorphism of a noetherian ring is an isomorphism, the original homomorphism must have been
an isomorphism.
(7) Any finite direct sum of invariant rings is invariant; any finite
direct sum of strongly invariant rings is strongly invariant.
Proof.
Let A = Al@- ■-®Ak and

AM = A[XU ■■■, Xn] = B[Y1,---,

Yn] = B<">= R,

and let e¡ be the identity of At. Since et is idempotent, it is easy to see that
e¡eB for each /'. Thus Be1+ Be2+- • 4+ Bek is a direct sum decomposition
of B and Aei[eiX1, ■■■, eiXn] = Bei[eiY1, • ■■, ei7B]=eiÄ becomes

A<n)= AAX,, ■■•,Xn] = Bi[Y1,---,

F„] = B\n).

If each A¡ is strongly invariant then A¡ is isomorphic to B¡ for each ; and
consequently A is isomorphic to B.
We say that the ring R is of transcendence degree n over afield F if R
contains F, deg trir Rjp^Ln for each prime ideal p^ R, and there is a prime
ideal p for which equality is attained.
(8) Let A be a one dimensional noetherian ring which is of transcendence degree one over a field and suppose A has no nontrivial idempotents.

Then if A has at least two primes of height zero, A is strongly invariant.
Proof.
Let ^<») = /i[A'1, • • • , Xn]=B[Y^ ■■■, Yn}=B^K We wish
to show A* = B*. Let qlt • • • ,qk be the height zero primes of A. Then
since %=qi[X1,
■■, Xn] is also of height zero, there are primes px, ■■■,pk

of B such that pt[Ylt ■• ■, F„]=9i[JT1, •'• • , X„] and the p, are precisely
the height zero primes of B. Thus we have a diagram:

A[X1,---,Xn)

I

= B[Y1,---,

Yn] = R,

_l

A\qi\X^■■■,Xn)= BlPi[Yu■■■,Yn]= Rl%
and, to see that A* = B*, it is sufficient to see that Ajq^Blpt
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each i. Since A has no nontrivial idempotents, A cannot be represented as a
direct sum and thus ql and ¿>= n¿=2<7i are contained in a common
maximal ideal. For if not we would have A=A¡q[®A¡bt whenever

(N(A)Y=0. Let M be a maximal ideal of A such that qx+ b^M. Since M
is prime, at least one of the q¡ (i¿¿ 1) is contained in M, say q<¡p M. Now
q.+q^M
implies ft[*i, ■• • , Xn], q2[Xu ■■■, Xn]^M[Xx, ■■■, Xn],
and therefore p1+pi<=:Af[X1,---,Xn]r\B=N.
Since pl and /;2 are
distinct, px+p2 is not of height zero and therefore TVis a maximal ideal
of B such that N[YU • • ■, Yn]= M[Xu ■■■, Xn]. Now in

Rx = A/qdX,, ■• • ,Xn] = (/W"

= %,[?,,

• • • , F„] = (*//»,)<»>

we have that either Ajq1= Blp1 or each is of the form /r[T]=ri<1) for some
field k [AEH]. But even in the latter case, they are equal. For each is a
P.I.D., so set Mlq1= (a) and Njp1= (b). Then aRl=bRx and so a and b
differ only by a unit of Rv Thus aeAlq-^ C\B\px. Since a generates a nonzero
prime of A\qx, it is transcendental over k. Thus it is a transcendence base
for both A\qx and 5//?, over k. But each of /i/<7, and B\px is the algebraic
closure of k[a] in /?,, and hence A¡q1=B¡p1. Since we could have chosen
any prime of height zero to be qu it follows that A* = B* and we have
completed the argument.
(9) Remark.
In case A is a reduced affine ring over a field, the previous
argument has a geometric interpretation. One views A as the coordinate
algebra of an affine curve TA. Then A [X] is the coordinate algebra of the
cylinder CA over YA (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
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If TA is not irreducible, then it is the union of a finite number of irreducible components I\, • • • , Tt where the T/s correspond to the height
zero primes q¡. The assumption that A has no nontrivial idempotents is
equivalent to the fact that our curve VA is connected in the Zariski
topology. In the proof of (8) the maximal ideal M such q1+q2ç M corresponds to a point m on the intersection of the components i\ and T2.
The assumption /l[A']^.B[y] corresponds to the existence of a biregular
mapping </>
from CA onto a cylinder CB over some curve T7J.With reference
to Figure 1 the proof essentially shows that lines such as L on CA (L
corresponds to M[X]) must be taken to similar lines on CB by <j>(our
statement M[X] = N[ Y]). The proof then can be interpreted as saying that
the necessity of lines such as L going onto similar lines imparts so much
rigidity that the biregular mapping must essentially take FA onto TB.
(10) Let A be a noetherian ring of transcendence degree one over a
field and suppose A has a unique minimal prime p such that Alp=k[t'] =
k{1). Then A is invariant. Moreover the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is strongly invariant.
(2) A is not of the form A0[X]=A{01)where A0 is a local artinian ring.
(3) A has an embedded prime divisor of (0).
Proof.
First we show the equivalence of conditions (1), (2) and (3)
above.
(3)=>(1). Let p be the unique minimal prime of A. We must show that
if R=Ain) = A [Xu ■■■, Ar„]= Ä[ri,-- -, yj = 5(,,) then A* = B*. Let
M be an embedded prime divisor of zero in A. Then M is maximal, so there
is a maximal ideal N^B such that N[Ylt • ■• , Yn}= M[X^ • • •, Xn].
This is because M[X1, ■■■, Xn] is an associated prime of (0) in R. For if
Ni, ■■■, Nk are the associated primes of (0) in B, then {N{R}f=1are the
primes of (0) in R. By the uniqueness of these primes, M[X1, ■■■ , Xn] =
Ni[Y1, ■■■, Yn] for some ;'. Now we go to

A*M = A*[X-it ■■■,Xn] = B*[Y1,---,

Yn] = **<»>

and use almost exactly the same argument which concludes (8).
(1)=>(2). This is clear for /<0[A']= /iJ1) is not strongly invariant since
A0[X][Y] = A0[Y][X].
(2)=>(3). We must show that if A has no embedded prime divisors of
(0), then A is of the form A0[X] = A(0V.Let

A-^->Alp=k[t'] = k^
be the natural map and let /=cr~1(/c). Since p is the nil radical of /, / is a
local ring with maximal ideal p. Thus / is a complete local ring. By
Cohen's structure theorem of complete local rings [ZS, Theorem 27,
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p. 304], / contains a field k0 which is naturally isomorphic to k. Thus
k0^A and a(k0)=k. We now identify k0 and k.
Choose a preimage / of t' in A. If Xi, • • •, Xr generate p, we have
k[Xx, ■■■, Xr][t]=A. The element t is, in fact, transcendental
over
k[Xx, ■■■, Xr]= A0. For consider the homomorphism

k[X1,---,K][X]-+k[l1,---,Xr][t]=*A.
We claim this is an isomorphism. Let K= kernel <f>.Then A must be con-

tained in N(A0)[X]= (Xlt *'- >^rH-*']-If not, it would follow that there is
ay'(0—P where/ is a nonzero polynomial with coefficients in k. But since
A\p=k[t'] and t' is transcendental over k, this is impossible. We suppose
there is a least integer m such that the kernel of the map a" in the following
commutative diagram is zero. Here the rows are exact.

0—+K—**&,•••,*,][*]

I

o—»a:'—>k[X[, ■■■,x'r][X]
0

I
kn';,---,K)[x"]

0

k[X,, ■■■, Xr][t] = A

I
klK,'",K][n"AKNÍA))^
Ï

k[X'l,---,K][t"\ = A¡(N{A)T

We claim K'=0 (for convenience we assume N(A)m+1=Q). Now N(A)m
is a finite module over A\N(A)=k[t'].
Moreover this is a torsion free
module since if for some neN(A)m,fek[t'],fn=Othznf(t)
would be a zero
divisor in A. However A has no embedded primes of zero, and it follows
\\\atf(t)ep. This implies/(/')=fJ- Thus there is a free basis for N(A)m over

AjN{A),say f1( ■• • , £,. Let heK'. Then h=2 fAW

by the minimality

of m. But <x'(/í)=2 f¿/7¿(r')=0 implies /î, = 0 for each /' and thus /z=0.
Thus a' is an isomorphism in contradiction of the minimality of m. It
follows then that a is an isomorphism modulo every power of N(A). But
for a suitably high power, this is zero. Thus a is an isomorphism, and

hence (2)=>(3).
To complete our proof we must show that A0[X] = A0l} is invariant if
A0 is an artinian local ring. Suppose A0=k[Xx, ■■■, Xr] where the X¿ are

nilpotent and let A = A0[X].If R=A^ = A[XX,• • ■, Xn]= B[Yx, ■■■,Yn]=
B{n), then we may assume B*—k[t']=k{1) since k[X] is invariant [AEH].
Let / be a preimage of /' and

(*)

h = Vi+ 2 YigÁY»• • • , F„)6 B[YU• • ■, Yn).

Then since N(R) —(X1, ■■■, Xr) R it follows that {r¡u • ■• , r¡r} generates
N(B) and B=k[r¡1, ■■• , r¡r, t]. If h is a polynomial with coefficients in
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kandhßx,
• • • , Ar) = 0, then substituting from (*) we see «(»h, •••, r¡r) =
0. Thus there is a well defined ^-homomorphism
k[^, •• •, Ar]->
k[Vi> ' ' ' ' Vr\ which takes Aj->-í?<.This can be extended to a homomorphism of A onto ß. Thus A is invariant by (6).

(11) Theorem.
If A is a one dimensional affine ring over afield k, then
A is invariant. Moreover A is strongly invariant unless A can be expressed
in the form A^A^X]
where A0 is a local artinian ring and X is an indeterminate over A0.

Proof.
Let eu • ■• , er be a maximal set of pairwise orthogonal
idempotents of A. Then A = Ae1®- ■-®AeT. Now apply (7), (8) and (10)
to complete the argument.
(12) Remark.
Our Definitions (1) and (2) of invariant and strongly
invariant could be taken to define «-invariant and «-strongly invariant
where n is the number of variables. We do not know if it is possible for a
ring to be «-invariant and not «i-invariant for different integers m and «.
In particular does 1-invariant imply «-invariant?
We close with an example of a strongly invariant, one dimensional
affine ring A such that there is an isomorphism of polynomial rings

a:A[Xu ■• • , XJ-+BIY!, ■■■, Yn], yet a(A)^B. Let A: be a field of
characteristic 2 and let A=k[a2, a3, 0]/(02). If A™=A[XU • • • , Xn]=
B[YU ••• , Yn]= B{n) for some ring B, then A*=B* since A*=k[a2, a3]
is a strongly invariant ring [AEH]. Now let X be an indeterminate over A
and set B=k[a2, a3+ 6X, 6]. Then A[X] = B[X] and A^B. However
we must show that X is an indeterminate over B. If not, suppose b0+
b±X-\-\-bsXs=0
with b¿eB. Then since A* = B*, we must have d
divides each bu say bi = Bgi{a2,a3+6X, 6). We have then
s

s

0 = 2 foi«*. a3+6x>e)xi = 2 dg¿a2>
«3'B)xi
¿=0

¿=0

since 02=O. Hence ög,(a2, a3, 0)=0 for each / since X is transcendental
over A. Therefore g((T, Y)=0 mod(T3—Y2) so

gi(T, Y, Z) = (T3 - Y2)h(T, Y, Z) + Zq(T, Y, Z)
so
gi(a2, a3 + 6X, 6) = [(a2)3 - (a3 + 0Xf]h + 6q = dq.
Hence bi = 6gi(a2,a3+6X,d) = 62q—0 which shows X is transcendental
over B.
Added in proof. M. Höchster has recently given an elegant example
of an integral domain which is not invariant. Hochster's example is a
four dimensional affine ring over the field of real numbers.
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